USG CEILINGS™ BRAND PIXELS™ WALL MOUNTED PANELS & METAL CEILING PANELS GE TETRA® POWERGRID LED SYSTEM

- Transforms and defines any space with perforated imagery on ceilings or walls
- Delivers unlimited design flexibility and freedom using photos, logos or geometric shapes
- Harmonizes with GE Tetra® PowerGrid for quick-hit release, back-lit system
- Achieves outstanding acoustical performance providing up to .70 NRC
- Suitable for Celebration™ Metal Ceiling Panels
- Clips to attach Compasso™ Elite to wall, and clips to attach Fineline® to Compasso™ Elite

HOW ABOUT NON-BACK LIT?
Enter wall mount backer board system

- Easy to install
- Provides 100% backing to Celebration™ panel for durability
- Provides for additional modular choices by designers

Both systems protected by patent applications

For the most up-to-date technical information, visit usgdesignstudio.com and gelighting.com